
Creating the extraordinary



The Hotel

Located at the heart of the artistic and urban 
of the city, The Singular Santiago Lastarria Hotel 
neo classic architectural style was designed as a 
tribute to the cultural and historic surroundings. 

It holds a perfectly balanced architecture, 
setting and gastronomy which integrate to the 

essence of the place.



EVENTS

Great ideas are born in Singular spaces

The elegant details in each of our space’s 
tasteful touches exude the charm of a bygone 

era transforming them in the ideal environment 
to hold meetings and events in the cultural hub 

of the city



Perfect space for talks, workshops and coaching, 
among other business activities. 

Max.capacity 40 guests

BELLAS ARTES

Details:

Board Table
20

U-table
20

Audience
40

School
32

Round Tables
 with speaker

30

Round tables 
without speaker

30



Our board rooms are ideal for corporate meetings 
and cultural events, both connected to a welcoming 

and sophisticated private living room. 

Accommodates up to 12 guests. Both spaces 
combined can hold up to 20 guests.

FORESTAL &
TAJAMARES

Board Table
12

Details:



With 65 mt2, private terrace and natural light, this 
is the most requested space for events, 

dinners and social celebrations. 

Max. capacity 50 guests

 MULATO GIL

Details:

Board Table 
26

U-table
22

Audience 
36

School
32

Round Tables 
with speaker

30

Round tables 
without speaker

36



A historic and intimate space, our Wine cellar is a 
perfect space for a sophisticated eno-gastronomic 

experience. Makes for the ideal spot to combine 
meetings with a fine selection of Chilean wines in the 

middle of the city.

OUR

WINE CELLAR

Board Table 
10

Details:



Our Rooftop is the perfect setting for corporate meetings 
or social celebrations that allow guests to enjoy signature 
cocktails with privileged views of Santiago. Overlooking 

Santiago’s landmark Cerro San Cristóbal.

Details:
- Swimming Pool Area: between 30 and 36 people.

- Rooftop Exclusivity: up to 85 people capacity.

Indoor area: 91 mt2 

Eastern terrace: 96 mt2

Pool terrace: 57 mt2

Total: 244 mt2 

Max. Capacity 85 people

The exclusivity of space and open hours is subject to availability 
according to season



A special gastronomic alternative for each 
occasion, with locally sourced natural 

ingredients, elegant set ups and a service 
of excellence.

 Lunch, coffee break, breakfast, dinner, brunch 
and cocktails.



Creating the extraordinary



C o n t a c t  u s

www.thesingular.com
Landline +  56 2 230 68808 / 68807

santiagobanquetes@thesingular.com
santiagoreservas@thesingular.com
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